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 Chemistry Name:   _____________________________  

 Section  _____  CHAPTER 16 LEARNING GUIDE Date:   _________________________  

Reaction Rates 

Five factors affecting reaction rates are: 

  Nature of the reactants    Surface area  

  Concentration    Catalysts (or inhibitors)  

  Temperature  

Write an equilibrium reaction in which a single 

reactant, R, reacts to form a single product, P:   R ⇀↽ P  

Assuming a first order reaction in R, write a 

rate expression for how fast [R] disappears:   rate = –k[R]  

In the space to the right, 

 make a graph showing 

the rate of disappearance 

of R, k[R],and the rate of 

appearance of P, k’[P], on 

the same graph.  Make 

k[R] = –2k’[P]. 

Collision theory states that:     for a reaction to occur, the molecules, ions, or atoms must hit or  

  collide  

There are two factors that determine an effective collision 

There must be enough    energy  to    break existing bonds  

  and to form    an activated complex  

The    orientation  of the collision must be   auspicious  

Define the following symbols 

Ea    activation energy  ΔE    heat of reaction    (or energy change)  
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Activated complexes 

An activated complex is an    intermediate  between the    reactants  

and the    products  

An activated complex must have enough energy to break    the old bonds    (or existing bonds)  

so that    new bonds  can form 

An activated complex must have more     energy  than at points either 

  just before  or    just after  the complex forms 

Some reactions can have     multiple  activated complexes 

The energy at the peak of an activated complex is called the    activation energy    (Ea)  

for that complex 

Potential energy diagrams (sometimes called    reaction coordinate  diagrams) 

Draw potential energy diagrams for both endothermic and exothermic reactions in the space below 

 Endothermic Exothermic 
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Activation energy and a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution diagram 

Draw a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution showing a dashed line representing the activation energy 

 

Catalysts affect reaction rates by providing an alternate    mechanism    (or pathway)  

that requires a lower    activation energy  

Draw a potential energy diagram showing the effect of a catalyst on an exothermic reaction that 

includes labels for the reactants, the products, the original activation energy, and the new 

activation energy 
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Spontaneity, Internal Energy, and Entropy 

Systems in nature tend toward lower    energy   and higher    entropy  

Exothermic reactions (ΔH<0) where entropy increases    must   be spontaneous. 

Exothermic reactions (ΔH<0) where entropy decreases    are likely to   be spontaneous. 

Endothermic reactions (ΔH>0) where entropy increases    are unlikely to   be spontaneous. 

Endothermic reactions (ΔH>0) where entropy decreases    can never   be spontaneous. 

LeChatelier’s Principle states that:    a system at equilibrium will shift in the direction that relieves  

  stress  

For N2 (g) + 3 H2 (g) ⇀↽ 2 NH3 (g) 

A pressure increase shifts the reaction to the    right    (less moles of gas on the product side)  

An increase in [H2] shifts the reaction to the    right  

The decrease in moles of gas, 4 to 2, favors the (R or P)    reactants  

because it represents an increase in the (E or S)    entropy  

For NO2 (g) + CO (g) ⇀↽ NO (g) + CO2 (g) + energy 

A temperature increase shifts the reaction to the    left    (energy is a product – exothermic)  

Removal of some CO2 shifts the reaction to the    right    (CO2 is a product)  

A pressure increase    has no effect because both sides have equal numbers of moles of gas   


